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Exercise 2

2. Almost – not quite enough money 
3. You are – no negative adverb in beginning 
4. I am – no negative adverb in beginning
5. Hardly- “a little”
6. Almost – focus on “every minute”
7. Scarcely- rarely 
8. Ever – “don’t never” would be a double negative 
9. Rarely – a little 
10. Not only – “but”
11. Never- none 
12. Never – none, first time 



Exercise 2

13. Never – first time he’s ever felt miserable
14. Obviously – clearly 
15. Just – focus on “student”
16. Rarely – a little
17. Even – focus on “invited” 
18. Just – focus on “a prisoner of love,” hardly means a 

little
19. No way – not possible
20. Little – “little does ____ know”
21. Ever – don’t limit to just “one day”
22. Even – emphasize saying hello 
23. Only- focus on a specific moment 



Exercise 3 

 What is the focus of the sentence? 

2. But he used up the states’ money. (really)
1. But really he used up the state’s money. 

3. He put his friends in the best jobs. (only) Nobody else 
got these jobs.

1. He put only his friends in the best jobs. 

4. He paid for his friends’ so-called business trips. (even) 
He did everything he could for his friends.

1. He even paid for his friends’ so called …. 

5. He did the minimal work. (merely) He never willingly 
did any more (work) than the minimum. 

1. He did merely the minimal work. 



Exercise 3 

What is the focus of the sentence? 

6. He appeared in his office, dispensed favors and 
went out to play golf. (simply) Isn’t that the image 
of the stereotypical politician. 

6. He simply appeared in his office… 

7. He didn’t care about the people of this state. (just)
6. He just didn’t care about the people of this state. 

8. This state will be saved if you elect Don Deare. 
(only) It will not be saved in any other way.

6. This state will be saved only if you elect Don Deare. 



Exercise 4 

 Directions: Negative Adverbs have to go in the 
beginning 

 Negative adverbs at the beginning 
 Usually inversion (verb + subject) occurs 

 Need do, does, or did after adverb for verbs in simple present 
or simple past 

 Put auxiliary (helping verb) before subject if perfect form is 
used 

2. He works almost 365 days a year. He takes a 
vacation. (seldom)

2. Seldom does he take a vacation. 



Exercise 4 

3. His wonderful and loving family would like to have him 
spend more time at home. He is able to spend much time 
with them, however. (rarely) 

3. Rarely is he able to spend much time with them, however. 

4. Although he is not able to spend enough time with his 
family, he is a loving considerate husband and father. He
neglects his family. (never)

3. Never does he neglect his family. 

5. He is an honest man. He would accept a bribe. (no way).
3. No way would he accept a bribe. 

6. He makes informed decisions after looking at each problem 
carefully. He takes action. (only then)

3. Only then does he take action. 



Exercise 4

7. People realize how many hours he has 
volunteered at the shelter for the homeless. (little) 

7. Little do people realize how many hours he has …

8. He thinks of himself first. (never) 
7. Never does he think of himself first.

9. Don Deare has an excellent record. He has served 
the people very well as a civic volunteer; he will do 
even more for them as a senator. (not only/but) 

7. Not only has he served the people very well as a civic 
volunteer, but he will do even more for them as a senator. 



Exercise 5

 Here and There are adverbs
 When used in the beginning, inversion occurs if the subject is 

a noun 
 Here is your money = inversion (verb + subject) 
 There goes the bus = inversion (verb + subject) 

 When used in the beginning and the subject is a pronoun, 
don’t invert 
 Here comes the bus = bus is a noun, inversion
 Here it comes = it is a pronoun, no inversion 

1. Here he is – subject is pronoun, no inversion
2. Here you come again - subject is pronoun, no inversion
3. Here I come - subject is pronoun, no inversion
4. There lies the problem – subject is noun, inversion
5. There goes the president – subject is noun, inversion 


